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Christopher Hanson undertook a BA (Hons) degree in Fine Art at University of West
England, Bristol followed by study at Northbrook College, Worthing and the London
Atelier of Representational Art (LARA).  Christopher aims to capture not only the likeness,
but the essence of his sitters.  His signature works are of large scale realistic portraits of
subjects using traditional painting methods that shows great accuracy and detail. 

He held his first solo exhibition, Music & Spirituality, at 198 Contemporary Arts and
Learning in 2018 and his painting entitled,  'Osum Wumi' was selected for BP Portrait
Award 2020. The Portrait Award is an annual event aimed at encouraging artists to focus
on and develop the theme of portraiture in their work and represents the very best in
contemporary portrait painting.  

Christopher Hanson

https://www.npg.org.uk/whatson/bp-portrait-award-2020/exhibition/exhibitor-pages/osun-wumi

https://www.npg.org.uk/whatson/bp-portrait-award-2020/exhibition/exhibitor-pages/osun-wumi


Still dissatisfied with not learning what he wanted at university Christopher started
studying full time at a private atelier that focused on teaching its students the methods
and techniques of the old masters. 

" It was a real eye opener for me and completely different to what I was taught in
University. I used to not want to stop learning, it was everything I wanted at that time.”

"I remember painting a yellow duck in nursery school
and the teacher asking me to paint one for the other
classes too, that duck was my first master piece".

Initially enrolling on a degree in Leisure management
at university. Christopher dropped out after the first
year to pursue one in Fine Arts. Moving away from
home and attending the University of the west of
England in Bristol. While here Christopher was exposed
to the conceptual and contemporary art which focused
less on art technique and more on art ideas.

Christopher Hanson -  Self-Portrait

     After graduating and finding out there was
very few art jobs outside of teaching Christopher took
various jobs and ended up being a security guard full
time. 

     
     



After four years studying Christopher set up a studio in South London and set about
teaching art classes and taking commissions. Unable to make a living from this alone,
Christopher up sticks and moved back to Wolverhampton after spending 15 years
away, with an idea to find a new life and to create a meaningful body of work.

"One day I was looking through my past work and suddenly realised that thus far all
of my work was only talking about technique and saying nothing about who I was and
my own vision. I needed to reconnect with what made me want to become an artist.”

This eventually led to Christopher deciding to concentrate on a body of work focusing
on mothers and children, while exploring this theme, the focus gradually changed.

" I began to remember the experiences that I myself had as a child and remembered
how music would always be playing at home as well as the role religion played.Some
of my earliest memories as a child involved being in church and or being around
people from church either in services or at home. Often times these people would be
black people who where from my local community, church would act as a type of hub
for this community. As a teenager I would attend church services and witness people
going into spirit and speaking in tongues as the pastor would lay hands on them.
Some people would lay down on the floor and cry while others would move
dynamically to their own spiritual beat. The energy within the church was
contagious".

Christopher's  solo exhibition Music & Spirituality  focused on giving the viewer a look
into the world of the spiritual and mystical. The idea of music being used as the
method of penetrating through to this consciousness.



Title: Osun Wumi
Medium: Oil on Canvas
Size:  153 cm  x 91 cm 
Year: 2018

Music & Spirituality



Title: The Healing
Medium: Oil on Canvas
Size: 122 cm x 92 cm
Year: 2018



Title: Mother
Medium: Oil on Canvas
Size: 152 cm x 92 cm
Year: 2018



Title:Tristen Sleeping
Medium: Oil on Canvas
Size:122 cm x 92 cm
Year:2017



Title: Awake
Medium: Oil on Canvas
Size: 123 cm x 91 cm
Year: 2017



Title: Drummer
Medium: Oil on Canvas
Size: 122 cm x 153 cm
Year 2017



Title: Los Cubanos
Medium: Oil on Canvas
Size: 72 cm  x 48 cm
Year: 2018



 

The Humble Gallery is delighted to announce Christopher's forthcoming
exhibition entitled 'Skin'.  Hanson’s signature work of large scale realistic
portraits painted using traditional methods which show great accuracy and
detail. His paintings explore the fear and fascination associated with dark skin
and the depiction of the Black Body as exotic, hyper-sexual and hyper-
masculine. 

 'My work explores the subconscious mind relates to ‘darkness’ and
‘blackness’ and aims to depict the beauty, mystery and unexplained
power that is associated with black skin'. 

Christopher Hanson’s exhibition will
include an artist talk, a discussion on
‘Fetishism and the Black Body',  a
poetry & music night, and two art
workshops  in which he will discuss
and teach his methodology for
painting black skin, influenced by his
extensive research into Jacques
Marjorelle and others. 



We support emerging and mid-career artists across east London by offering
opportunities to exhibit work, alongside professional development to raise their artistic
profile whilst exposing them to broader audiences. 

For further details about our exhibition programme or art sales please contact:

Trisha McCauley
Gallery Director
trisha@rosettaarts.org
07846 698200

humblegallery.co.uk


